An efficient, reliable and inexpensive device for the rapid homogenization of multiple tissue samples by centrifugation.
Homogenization of tissue samples is a common first step in the majority of current protocols for RNA, DNA, and protein isolation. This report describes a simple device for centrifugation-mediated homogenization of tissue samples. The method presented is applicable to RNA, DNA, and protein isolation, and we show examples where high quality total cell RNA, DNA, and protein were obtained from brain and other tissue samples. The advantages of the approach presented include: (1) a significant reduction in time investment relative to hand-driven or individual motorized-driven pestle homogenization; (2) easy construction of the device from inexpensive parts available in any laboratory; (3) high replicability in the processing; and (4) the capacity for the parallel processing of multiple tissue samples, thus allowing higher efficiency, reliability, and standardization.